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Reviewed by J. Howard Rytting

Expressions of Faith: Testimonies of Latter-day Saint Scholars
a fasc inating compilation of essays written by twenty-four
Lauer-day Saint scholars. These essays ex press the testimonies and
experiences of several scholars in an interesting and enjoyable
fashion, each in the style of the individual author. The essays are
organized into three broad categories entitled "Personal Odysseys of Faith," "Study and Faith," and "Faith and the Book of
Mormon."
Although these authors have different backgrounds and life
experiences, they all express firm testimonies of the Savior, the
Prophet Joseph Smith, and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints. They are all men and women of learning who have engaged in significant academic and scholarl y activities. However,
their testimonies are founded on personal experiences with the
Spirit of the Lord as well as on their observations that the principles of the gospel are consistent with both reason and life's
experi ences.
In his preface to the book, Noel B. Rey nolds, a political science professor at Brigham Young University. points out that "the
overwhelm ing majority of LDS academics and intellectuals are
active, faithful Latter-day Saints, . . . [and] Mormons, perhaps
more than any other religious group, seek and respect learning"
(p. x) . He furth er suggests that the percen tage of well-educated
members of the church is disproportionately high compared to
that found in the general population. It may seem to be an anomaly. but soc iological studies indicate that hi gher levels of religious
commitment and practi ce are "directly correlated with higher levels of education .
. It is true of the LOS commun ity that the
more educated a person is, the more likely he or she is to be fully
IS
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observant and faithful" (p. x) .1 Characteristic of those who become faithful Latte r-day Saints and persist in faithful c hurch in volvement are a genuine interest in learning and an inquisitiveness
about intellectually stimulating ideas. This is in contrast to a common perception outside the church that somehow individuals who
join the Latter-day Saint Church are duped or brainwashed into
believing the Joseph Smith story and the basic doctrines. In this
review I will provide some impressions from each essay without
any attempt to be comprehensive or necessarily to identify what
the author considered most important.
The first essay in part I , "Personal Odysseys of Faith," was
written by Allen E. Bergin, a professor of psychology at Brigham
Young University. Bergin presents a delightful and perso nal description of his road to conversion and the impact the gospel has
had on hi s life and his professional career and activities. Hi s experiences with colleagues at Columbia remind me of an ex perience I
had with our department chair shortly after I joined the faculty of
the Uni versity of Kansas. He had been introduced a few years
earlier to the gospel and the Book of Mormon by a postdoctoral
st udent who was a recent convert to the church. As we occasio naJly discussed the gospel, particularly the Book of Mormon, he
indicated that he had no explanation for the Book of Mormon
other than Joseph Smith's own account. However, he could not
bring himself to accept and embrace it, specifi call y having difficulty with the ideas of an angel' s interacting with Joseph Smith
and bringing the golden plates. I appreciate Bergin's description
of the impact the gospel has had on his research and its direct ions.
I found his five points of advice to young, spi ritually oriented social sc ienti sts very good and, in fact, suitable for scientists in ot her
di sciplines as well.
Susan Easton Black's short essay on the impact of faithpromotin g stories and accounts of faith presented by her gran dmother as well as those uncovered in her studi es of early church
hi story brought to my remembrance the heritage of faith that my
parents, grandparents, and other ancestors provide in my life. The
account of their life experiences provided a basis for developing
Citing Stan L. Albrecht and Tim 8 . Heaton. "Sccularization. Highcr
Education. and Reli giosi ty." in Rel'iew of Religiolls Research 2611 (September
1984): 43- 59.
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faith, together with a conviction of the truthfulness of the gospel,
and of a personal Heavenly Father who loves his children and is
in vo lved in their li ves. Reading of Black's journey to faith stimu·
lated a desire to more fully appreciate my own. Roger B. Porter
presented five principles that guided him in developing hi s aUi·
tudes toward learning and testimony: the gospel embraces all truth
(p. 26), truth is revealed incrementally (p. 27), learning truth in·
volves teaching one another (p. 27), learning truth comes by study
and by faith (p. 28), and learnin g a fullness of truth requires de·
pendence on the Lord (p. 28). I appreciated his statement that,
"by consistently devot ing a set time each day to studying the
sc riptures, ... [they] were opening to my understanding line upon
line, precept upon precept. On many occasions, I concluded those
sessions drenched with joy" (p. 30).
Truman G. Madsen's essay entitled "Man against Darkness"
describes hi s journey toward understandin g God and the gospel,
starti ng with a somewhat pessimi stic viewpoint and finally reach·
ing the conclusion that the Latter-day Saint religion is the most
em pirical religion in the world. He indicates that reason can show
that the principles of the gospel are consistent and coherent and
that the gospel is also pragmatic. He affirms that he "know[s] of
no other relig ion so responsive to the entire range of human
awareness" and that "truth as embodied in Christ can alone save
us" (p. 43).

Steven D. Bennion provides an illuminating account of his
experiences, particularly during hi s formal educational process,
which provided for spiritual understanding in the context of
secu lar learning. He emphasizes the importance of developing
spiritually as one develops mentally . He furth er relates ex peri·
ences that helped him gain a testimony of the Lord' s direction to
church leaders and finds that his service as a missionary played a
dominant role in the development of his testimony of the gospel.
The final chapter in part I was written by Gerald N. Lund . He
describes three profound influences that helped shape his personal
testimony of the Savior and the gospel: being raised in a home of
fai th where inquiry and reason were emphasized, hi s experiences
in st udying and teachin g the scriptures and the gospel in the
Church Ed ucati ona l System, and the opportunity to study the
Bible under the direction of excellent scholars and teachers.
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Part 2 of the book consists of twelve essays under the ge neral
theme of "S tudy and Faith ." Altho ugh each essay is highly pe rsonal and refl ects the experiences of the author, each ex.presses the
importance both of faith coupled with personal inspiration and of
diligent and effecti ve scholarl y study. These essays emphas ize the
importance of faith and revelation in obta ining a testimony, but
also powerfully express the fact that the principles of the gospe l
are amenable to scholarly study and verification. One e legant

feature of the gospel is that its principles are rational and
satisfying 10 the inquiring mind.
Richard L. Bu shman's essay, "The Soc ial Dimensions of Rationality," examines the interactions and influences of rational
scienti fic or scholarly inquiry and the cultura l o r social bac kground of the indiv idual. Recognizin g that any fo rm of scholarly
inquiry is influenced to some extent by soc iety and individual ex.periences, Bushman suggests that alth oug h no o ne can totally
avoid some subjectivity, rational scholarly approaches to the study
of princip les of the gospel are poss ible and adopted by many conte mpo rary LOS scholars. He emphasizes that one of the weaknesses of traditional scholarship is that it does not recognize good,
whereas one of the strengths of Mormoni sm is that it does
emphasize good and living a life consonant with that good.
In his essay entitled " Diligence and Grace," Bruce C. Hafen
explo res the re latio nship between divine inspirati on a nd careful,
diligent scholarl y study. He uses Brigham Young University as a n
example of an institution where both aspects can work sy nergisti cally to provide greate r resu lts than either approach alo ne. He
points out that if we study with due diligence and fu rt her sanctify
ou rselves, grace will provide us with increased understanding.
Followin g the admo nition of his wife th at he sho uld pray
about hi s research, James W. Canno n found that his ex. pe rie nces
taught him not o nly a lot about his research proble m but also
about prayer. He emphasized that in the long run , "good ness is
more important than knowledge and knowledge is more important
than po wer" (p. 89).
Robert L. Millet points out that "a ll truths are not of eq ua l
worth" (p. 93). Whereas it is valuable to have secul ar knowledge,
il is vital 10 know of the Savior and the saving principl es of the
gospel, such as repentance . Although the princi ples of the gos pe l
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can be successfully subjected to rigorous study and analysis. one
needs to avoid holding one's faith "hostage" to current or past
academic or scholarly interpretation or understanding (p. 94). It is
not necessary to give up one's intellectual abilities to be a faithful
Latter-day Saint. Millet further suggests that learning by faith requires an expenditure of energy of at least the same intensity as
scholarly study. When one senses apparent conflicts between revealed truth and our secular understanding, it is likely that our
secular understanding is not complete. I agree. My own research
has been augmented and enhanced over the years by improved
and more sensitive instrumentation as well as new approaches.
Some phenomena that we could not measure at all thirty years ago
are readily observed today. The future will continue to bring
refinements in methodology and new approaches as well as
instrumentation not even imagined now. Such advances will bring
significant improvement in OUf abilities to observe and measure
important phenomena and verify gospel truths not yet amenable
to scientific validation. Millet quotes Joseph F. Smith as saying
that "the Lord requires humility, not ignorance."2
Paul Alan Cox describes his life as a scientist, scholar, and
Lauer-day Saint to demonstrate that no essential contradictions
between scientific and religious truth exist. Cox indicates some
reluctance to contribute to this volume because of a concern that
his views on science or conservation might be offensive. However,
I found this essay particularly compatible with my own perspectives. He asserts that. "as scientists we must be humble about our
conclusions, because new information can radically change our
understanding of the world. And as Latter-day Saints we should
be modest about our personal interpretations of the scriptures because new revelation can profoundly change our understanding of
the gospel" (p. 104). He quotes Elder Henry Eyring as saying
that "the Church only requires you to believe what is true"
(p. 104) and President Harold B. Lee as warning us "never to
accept any single-scripture theology" (p. 105).
Daniel H. Ludlow focuses his essay on testimony. He lists
seven major characteristics of a testimony and quotes Elder Bruce
2 Joseph F. Smith. Gospel Doctrine (Salt Lake City: Dcseret Book,
1970). 206.
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R. McConkie on how to obtain a testimony. He also lists several
qualities of our spirits that en hance our understanding of the
blessings of testimony. Ludlow desc ribes an interesting acti vity
that he and hi s wife have used on occasion in which a gro up
would list their blessings and then prioritize them. As they wou ld
indicate which blessings they would give up. the material blessings
would go fi rst, followed by various spiritua l bl essings. In variably,
the last blessing the group would retain would be " having a
testimony of the gospel" (p. 11 8).
Robert J. Matthews emphasizes the unity of scripture by describing an experience of study ing the subject of prayer usin g the
Topical Guide that appears in the Latter-day Saint ed ition of the
Bible. He describes how such study made him want to pray mo re
fervently and describes further the increased clarity he found with
latter-day sc riptures compared to the biblical text.
Daniel C. Peterson provides a description of many experiences
that provided hi m in sight into the gospel and the Book of Mormon as he studied mathematics, classical Greek, a nd Islamic philosophy. He provides a compelli ng defense of the authenticity of
the Book of Mormon and describes a number of gospel doctrines
that were taught anciently bu t were not generally accepted at the
time of Joseph Smith . He points out that apparent weaknesses of
the Book of Mormon oflen tum out to be strengths as one obtains
inc reased information and understanding. In a we ll -doc umented
complementary essay, Hugh W. Nibley emphasizes the strength of
Joseph Smith's prophetic callin g and the authentici ty of the Book
of Mormon. He points out that most theologians avoid the big
question of death and the hereafter, but that Joseph Smith deals
with it directly.
Richard Lloyd Anderson provides an excellent analysis o f
many of the weaknesses of historical accounts that are critical of
the Prophet Joseph S mith and hi s prophetic call ing. He empha sizes the value of going to primary or firsthand sources rather
than relyin g on secondary accounts. He further points out that it is
important to view statements and informat io n in the contex t in
which they are found or given.
Stephen D. Ricks's essay provides a companson of several
teachings of mainstream Ch ri stia nity with those of the restored
gospel and the anc ien t c hurc h. These incl ude the belief in the
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Trinity, concepts of anthropomorphism, theopoiesis, creation, and
prophets. He illustrates clearly that the teachings of the Latter-day
Saint Church are much closer to those of the ancient church than
to those of modem traditional Christianity.
Richard Neitzel Holzapfel suggests that academic training
primarily provides scholarly tools that allow a fuller understanding of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Although academic inquiry is
insufficient to gai n a testimony, it can be very strengthening .
Holzapfel uses both Joseph Smith's dedication to serious study
and his reliance on inspiration as an example for us. He indicates
that occasionally we need to put questions that we do not understand aside temporarily and come back to them from a different
perspective at a later time. He furth er recommends that although
we need to be carefu l about relying on external evidences of gospel principles, they can be valuable in our further understanding
of the gospel and the Savior.
The fin al part of the book is entitled "Faith and the Book of
Mormon" and consists of five essays that emphasize the power
and beauty of the Book of Mormon. Marilyn Arnold and Richard
Dilworth Rust, both English professors, emphasize the literary aspects of the Book of Mormon. Arnold points out that her training
in literature augmented her study of the Book of Mormon and
enhan ced her testimony of its divine origin . She makes an interesting compari son between Nephi and Jacob with an excellent
portrayal of Jacob and his life as seen from his writing. Rust indicates that, "as my sc holarship contributes to my faith , so my faith
con tributes to my teaching and scholarship" (p. 228). He relates
an experience in which the Book of Mormon answered challenging questions presented by several seminarians .
C. Wilfred Griggs begins and ends his essay by clai ming that
"acceptance of the Book of Mormon is a spiritual, not an academic, mailer" (pp. 201, 208). He then points out some of the
limitations of academic inquiry and indicates that even in this
context the Book of Mormon fares well. Donald W. Parry shares
his insights into the complexity and internal cons istency of the
Book of Mormon. He discusses three examples of internal consistency in the Book of Mormon: first, the consistency and unity
found in the names and personalities; second, the historical harmony and consistency, particularly with respect to its accounts of
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wars that took place; and third. the internal consistency of references made to Christ.
In the concluding essay of thi s book, John W. Welch describes
his feelings about the Book of Mormon as a true classic of literature, with an emphasis on its truth and goodness. As a law professor, he indicates that he is particularly interested in the legal details
of the Book of Mormon and in the congruence he has found between the examples of law shown in the Book of Mormon with th e
ancienliaws of the Near East. He includes his feelings of comfo rt
brought by the Book of Mormon and effectively concludes his
essay and the book with his testimony.
I found the essays interesting and faith promoting. They are
presented by Latter-day Sai nt scholars with varied experiences and
perspectives. The authors include those with a background in the
humanities and social sciences, as well as relig ion or ancient history and scriptures. One author is a botanist and one a mathematician, and two are law professors. I would have been pleased to see
a greater representation from the physical and biological sciences.
since the somewhat different perspectives of the physical sc iences
may have provided some additional interesting viewpoints.
Nevertheless. the book provides a well-organized compi lation of
testimony and in sight into the faith of a number of men and
women who have distinguished themselves in scholarly endeavors
as well as in faithful in volvement in the gospel of Jesus Christ and
his church. I highly recommend it.

